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Learning C# by Developing Games with Unity 3D Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	The beauty of this book is that it assumes absolutely no knowledge of coding at all. Starting from very first principles it will end up giving you an excellent grounding in the writing of C# code and scripts.


	Overview

	
		You've actually been creating scripts in your mind your whole life, you just...
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Setting Up LAMP: Getting Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP Working TogetherSybex, 2004
You could think of Setting Up LAMP as four books in one, but it's     actually something much more valuable: a single volume that presents the     open-source technologies known collectively as LAMP— Linux, Apache, MySQL,     and PHP—as tightly dovetailed components of today’s most affordable     and effective platform...
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HTML5 For Dummies Quick ReferenceFor Dummies, 2011

	Essential information about using HTML5: everything you need at your fingertips
	
		HTML is the predominant programming language used to create Web pages. HTML5 has enhanced rich media, geolocation, database and mobile capabilities, and is now able to script APIs, making it a must-have for Web developers. This...
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Learning Puppet for Windows ServerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Organize your Windows environment using Puppet tools to unload administrative burdens in a short time!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to install and implement a Puppet server for Windows administration
	
		Script Puppet manifests, functions, templates and facts for Windows
	
		A...
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Practical R 4: Applying R to Data Manipulation, Processing and IntegrationApress, 2020

	
		Get started with an accelerated introduction to the R ecosystem, programming language, and tools including R script and RStudio. Utilizing many examples and projects, this book teaches you how to get data into R and how to work with that data using R. Once grounded in the fundamentals, the rest of Practical R...
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Flash ActionScript: Your Visual Blueprint for Creating Flash-enhanced Web SitesVisual, 2002
Your visual blueprint for creating Flash-enhanced Web sites
     Plus sample graphics, a searchable e-version of the book, and more     

Welcome to the only guidebook series that takes a visual approach to professional-level computer topics. Open the book and you’ll discover step-by-step screen shots that demonstrate over 130...
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Pro Linux High Availability ClusteringApress, 2014

	Pro Linux High Availability Clustering teaches you how to implement this fundamental Linux add-on into your business. Linux High Availability Clustering is needed to ensure the availability of mission critical resources. The technique is applied more and more in corporate datacenters around the world. While lots of documentation...
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Beginning Ajax (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
This book discusses what Ajax is and what it means to Web developers, as well as the technologies behind Ajax applications. The early chapters of this book begin with a discussion of the pros and cons of Ajax techniques, and they provide a quick refresher of JavaScript techniques. Working through this book, you’ll discover how Ajax...
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The Visual Story: Creating the Visual Structure of Film, TV and Digital MediaFocal Press, 2007

	If you can't make it to one of Bruce Block's legendary visual storytelling seminars, then you need his book! Now in full color for the first time, this best-seller offers a clear view of the relationship between the story/script structure and the visual structure of a film, video, animated piece, or video game. You'll learn how to...
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Beginning Ajax with ASP.NETWrox Press, 2006
Ajax has the power to revolutionize the way web-based applications are designed. This book provides you with a thorough working knowledge of what Ajax has to offer and how to take full advantage of it in your application development.
    

    Following an exploration of how Ajax works with .NET, you'll get acquainted with DHTML, the...
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Bulletproofing TCP/IP Based Windows NT/2000 NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Find out about TCP/IP-based network attack methods and threats to Windows NT/2000 computers and the preventive measures you can use to protect your infrastructure. Bulletproofing TCP/IP-based Windows NT/2000 Networks details the use of router access lists, firewalls, virus scanners and encryption. It includes examples of the configuration of...
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QlikView 11 for Developers: Effective analytics techniques for modern Business IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2012

	Gain an in-depth understanding of how to build applications for Business Intelligence using QlikView


	Key Features

	
		Learn to build applications for Business Intelligence while following a practical case - HighCloud Airlines. Each chapter develops parts of the application and it evolves throughout the book...
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